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Background 

Marks & Spencer is a retail  inst itution in Britain . It  now has retail  outlets all  

over the world. Established in 1884, it  retails a wide variety of products 

ranging from apparel  and personal care products to food and wine, home ware 

and furnishings, etc.  Its retai l  outlet on Oxford Street is the f lagship store  in 

UK, and attracts mill ions of travellers as shoppers  too, as do other retail  stores 

in the UK, such as Selfridges, Harrods, Liberty and others.  

Having shopped there dur ing my visits to London, mainly for clothing, I  know 

the M&S brand to stand for excel lent value for money. Some of the clothes I 

bought in London over 20 years ago have lasted ti l l  date, and I sti l l  wear them. 

I have also shopped at M&S stores in Delhi,  on visits to Singapore , and online in 

India.  

Although M&S retails a wide variety of war es in its home market, UK, I  think 

fashion and personal  grooming products would be their mainstay in overseas 

markets. I  would imagine that those are the biggest contributors to their 

revenue as well  as profits.  

In fashion, they face tough competition, no t just from other Brit ish retai l  

brands, but from fast fashion brands such as Benetton, H&M and Zara . Marks 

and Spencer have come a long way from the years when St Michael used to be 

their apparel brand, and it  has now rebranded itself  as M&S , with a new brand 

identity as well.  

The company also seems to have acquired another Brit ish fashion brand, 

Jaeger, at the end of 2020, and features it  on their website. Having bought 

myself  some Jaeger outfits at Harrods over 20 years ago in London, I  would 

urge M&S to treat Jaeger as a separate brand, reasons for which I detail  later in 

this document.  

M&S must f ind itself  at an inflection point, facing competition from so many 

quarters, including online and e -commerce giants. This document helps outline 

what their strategy ought to be in creating a distinctive brand for themselves, 

building on the 137 year-heritage that M&S already enjoys.  

Vision statement for M&S 

I  think the biggest differentiator for M&S is its excellent, lasting quality, which 

many would vouch for. It  is not very high on the trendy, fashion scale, but its 



biggest advantage are its classic, t imeless styles that last well  beyond fashion 

cycles.  

Building on these great brand attributes,  I  would recommend that M&S create a 

vis ion for itself  as a company that reflects today’s ,  and tomorrow’s realit ies .  

Fast fashion is today being blamed for the damage being caused to the 

environment, and it  is indeed responsible for a large part of it .  That said, many 

fashion brands are talking sustainabi l ity nowadays, so how can M&S set itself  

apart? 

I  think the company can leverage its heritage as a brand that has always 

offered lasting quality and excellen t value as well  as classic styles, in a way 

that is meaningful and relevant to today’s consumers.  

The vis ion statement for M&S could well  read:  

We at M&S aim to be the leading brand in f ine quality fashion and personal 

grooming products that  are earth-conscious by continuing to make them 

sensibly with excel lent value and classic styles.  

Mission of M&S 

If  the above were the kind of vision that M&S sets for itself ,  i ts mission would 

have to revolve around four parameters:  

-  Fine quality fashion and personal care products  

-  Earth-conscious  

-  Sensible, excel lent value 

-  Classic, t imeless styles  

The company’s mission would be:  

To be earth-conscious and continue to make sensible, f ine quality clothing and 

personal care products that offer excel lent, lasting value and classic styles.  

Competition 

Like I said in the background, M&S is faced with stiff  competition from several 

players. The most important ones fall  in two categories:  

-  British and other department store retai lers across the world  

-  Fast-fashion brands such as Benetton, H&M and Zara  

Where M&S differs from other department store retailers such as Selfridges, 

Harrods, L iberty and even Macy’s and others is that M&S retails its own fashion 

brand exclusively, as a private label, whereas the others retai l  several other 

fashion brands from their stores.  The same goes for personal  care products , 



though I notice on the M&S website, that they no longer seem to retail  their 

own M&S beauty products .  

Where M&S differs from fast -fashion brands, is that it  has always stood for 

lasting quality and timeless styles , which it  can now leverage to also include 

earth-conscious values.  

Benetton as we al l  know, has over the years positioned itself  as the brand 

symbolizing united colours; the fashion brand for people of al l  colours, race s, 

religions, creeds, etc. To the best of my knowledge, Benetton is fully -

integrated, in the sense that it  makes its own garments, starting with the 

textile yarn itself .  It  has relied on “shock  and awe” communication developed 

by Ital ian photographer Oliv iero Toscani,  to communicate the unity of the 

human race.  

Zara, a Spanish brand of fast fashion, has upped the style quotient through ace 

supply chain management, managing to launch new styles in stores across the 

world simultaneously , and frequently . That said, its communication seems to be 

rather incongruous with its pricing and its fast  fashion credentials. As you can 

see from these video adverts, it  has recently changed its brand identity and 

seems to have haute-couture ambitions.  

H&M, a Swedish fast fashion brand is largely known for its casual clothing and 

its inexpensive prices. Its recent communication seems to make sustainabi l ity 

its main plank, though I wonder if  it  was necessary to refer to the circular 

economy and other matters of strategy in the advert.   

When I checked and compared UK prices for the same items of clothing, I  found 

that the brands in descending order of prices were;  

-  Benetton 

-  M&S 

-  Zara 

-  H&M 

Benetton and M&S seem to enjoy a 15 -20% price premium over the following 

brand lower down, but the price difference between Zara and H&M is 

appreciable, which suggests to me that H&M , even while tom-tomming 

sustainabi l ity, acknowledges that it  is fast -fashion at its best.  

Target audience:  

M&S has always targeted families as shoppers, as they make clothing and 

personal care products for al l  ages and both sexes.  

http://www.benettongroup.com/media-press/image-gallery/institutional-communication/historical-campaigns/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKCmezkfWbE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rTy4oouj4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFQmapcvgls


Having said that, M&S would do well to target a particular kind of consumer. 

Not necessarily one who goes by current fashion trends or is a slave to fashion, 

but rather one who has good fashion and dress sense of one’s own. More 

importantly, one who does n ot feel the need to change one’s wardrobe every 

season, but is sensible about clothing and believes in lasting value.  

They would typically dress in fairly conservative and classic clothes, with 

perhaps only ever a sl ight deviation to something more “fashi onable” or 

“flamboyant” on a rare occasion. M&S target audience would comprise people 

who believe that clothes should suit the person and not the other way around. 

They would not go changing who they are, in order to wear something that is 

more in vogue.  

As consumers, they would be people who value the importance of thrift,  not 

splurging recklessly. And the core target group would be above 35 years of age, 

settled in their tastes and clothing preferences.  

How M&S should position itself as a brand  

As we can already see, M&S is about values that are tried and tested.  Classic, 

timeless styles that won’t disappear with the next season. Excellent value for 

money, in that their f ine quality speaks for itself  even after years. And thrift,  

because they are reasonably and sensibly priced for the value they offer.  

Add to that, a heightened consciousness of what the planet needs today and 

how M&S and its consumers can contribute .  

We ought to make customers think of M&S as “unfast fashion”  that is designed 

to last.  

Brand promise of M&S 

M&S helps you derive greater value with unfast fashion, thanks to its classic 

styles and lasting value.  

Tone and manner  

-  A global ized Briton  

-  A relaxed and quiet confidence  

-  Well-settled and established; speaks with the authority of a leader 

M&S Brand Identity  

I  notice that M&S sti l l  calls itself  Marks & Spencer on storefront signages and 

that is a good idea. When it  is abbreviated to M&S, however,  I  f ind the brand 

identity lacking in any specif ic character. It  certainly doesn’t suggest  a 137-



year-old company to me, nor does it  cue gracious and elegant l iving. It  is 

contemporary, though and we must f ind ways to retain that.  

Therefore, I  have looked at refining the M&S brand identity  by using a different 

sans-serif  font that is both elegant and contemporary. I  have also tried to 

interpret the ampersand symbol in different ways that emphasis e an additional 

element of the M&S brand character that  we might want to highlight.  

For example, the f irst logo option emphasises the long history and h eritage of 

the M&S brand, through an ampersand that has been turned into an infinity 

symbol.  

 

 

 

The second variation emphasizes the long heritage of the M&S brand and the 

affection it  enjoys.  

 

The third logo option emphasizes a strong l ink and connection, through the 

ampersand symbol turning into a chain l ink , between the M and S . It  could also 

work for jewelry at a later date , should M&S decide to launch that category.  

This last option is my recommendation and the one I am taking forward into the 

campaign as well  as other product ranges, as you will  see.  



             

I  would recommend that M&S create a special tag for its unfast fashion range 

that explains M&S’s commitment to earth -conscious ideas and the planet. Th is 

tag should accompany the M&S price -tag on all  garments.  

                

     



 

Ways of growing M&S 

Earth-conscious strategies:  

1)  In order to strengthen its unfast fashion and lasting qual ity credentials, 

M&S should consider launching a separate l ine of clothing made from 

recyclables. These could be daily casuals to begin with, under the sub -

brand M&S Encore.  

Encore hints at a fresh  lease of l ife, and since this clothing would be 

staples, it  would go a long way in helping reduce waste and help the 

planet. Besides, s ince these are every day casual wear, the pricing could 

be kept competit ive so as to encourage trials without weighing t oo 

heavily on the consumer’s pocket at least during the init ial days.  

Brand identity for Encore uses the chain l ink ampersand of M&S as the  

letter E of Encore, so there is a connection between the two. Encore 

should be launched with its own campaign, which does not form part of 

this document.  

 

2)  Introduce a natural/herbal range of personal care products under the 

M&S brand, to accentuate the eco -friendly positioning of the brand.  I  am 

not sure if  M&S has discontinued making and retail ing its o wn brand of 

personal care products, and it  would be a grave error if  it  has. I  would 

strongly recommend that M&S revive its personal care range,  with a 

focus on f ine quality and natural ingredients.  This would help tell  the 

M&S story of relaxed indulgence,  and further the “unfast fashion”  

positioning.  

 

Brand identity of such a personal care range that I  recommend is M&S 

Body Care, and the logo design for it  that  I  have created suggests natural 

ingredients through the use of an arbor.  



 

The logo for M&S Body Care along with the tagline for it  is on the left. 

While the logo and an example of how it  can be adapted to pack graphics 

is on the right.  

          

 

 

Premium brand strategies:  

This is where Jaeger comes into the picture.  Having acquired Jaeger, M&S must 

let it  grow and flourish as a separate brand , with its own identity, its own 

website and its own stores.  

The reasons for this are that the Jaeger brand has clothing of an altogether 

superior qual ity with premium pricing. I t  addresses a different audience (who 

might also wear M&S), but the core M&S consumer is unlikely to be a Jaeger 

consumer.  

To me, the brand speaks of easy and elegant fashion. What Jaeger wil l  certainly 

do for M&S is to up its fashion quotient, even if  in dependently. M&S can help 

integrate the brands by occasionally invit ing the upper end of its own consumer 

database to special events/launches of Jaeger.  

Jaeger should have very l imited stores in the UK (probably just one each in 

London, Manchester and Edinburgh)  and similarly should look to expand 

overseas. It  should have just one store each in other markets as well,  such as 

New York, Paris, Berl in,  Milan, Shanghai, Singapore and Hong Kong.  



While both Encore and Jaeger wil l  help grow busi ness for M&S, they can also 

act as experimental laboratories for M&S: Encore in fabric from recyclables, 

and Jaeger in more luxurious and elegant fabrics and styles. Both of which can 

be incorporated into M&S fashion in the future.  

How communication can build the M&S brand 

While the new vision and strategy for M&S shifts focus to environmental 

consciousness, they also continue to stress the timeless styles and excellent 

value that M&S has always been known for. And unfast fashion becomes an 

expression of M&S’s new strategy, continuing to build on the strengths of M&S.  

Advertis ing and brand communications will  communicate this new positioning, 

by focusing on a consumer insight regarding how c ustomers (especially the 

M&S customer) values clothes. People who value lasting styles and quality are 

the kind who also have strong associations with clothes. For many, clothes 

bring back memories (of moments and occasions and also of people who might 

have gifted the garment to them), for ot hers clothes are a good luck charm 

(people have a lucky shirt or scarf,  or t ie),  and some kinds of clothes or 

accessories are even handed down. Besides, gift ing clothes suggests a degree 

of intimacy, thoughtfulness, and a  knowledge of the receiver’s  tastes.  

M&S, that has always stood for lasting quality and classic styles is best placed 

to hone in on this aspect to communicate unfast fashion that lasts.  

In TV/video advertising, this kind of emotional tack will  help to create an aura 

of lasting, unfast quali ty for M&S. In print, we focus more on the individual’s 

tastes and values that reflect an unfast attitude  to l ife and to fashion.  

I  would recommend a brand commercial,  a Christmas commercial (s ince it  

happens to be big shopping time in many parts of the w orld), and a brand print 

campaign to feature in fashion magazines such as Vogue and Elle, Vanity Fair,  

Harper’s Bazaar  and in newspapers.   

Tactical campaigns of just one or two print and digital adverts each, to 

announce Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter collections in stores and online 

would also be a good idea.  

M&S must develop a database of regular customers for a customer loyalty 

programme ,  if  it  doesn’t already have one .  This would mean a direct marketing 

campaign to communicate with those customers one -on-one, regarding their 

new collections, gift ing and other offers, events, and perhaps even a 

newsletter update.  

Creative Idea 



The idea in the TV/video advert  is to communicate the unfast fashion of M&S 

through the juxtaposition of clothes and the lasting effect they have on 

people’s l ives.  

The creative idea in the print campaign is to communicate the unfast fashion of 

M&S through individual ’s attitudes and beliefs about lasting quality.  

In the Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter tactical adverts, the idea is to 

communicate unfast fashion by depicting the new collect ion in a nature setting.  

TV/Video Advert  #1 (Steadfast)  

Film opens on a woman in her early to mid-forties opening her wardrobe closet 

in the morning to choose what to wear to work.  

The soft morning sun streams in through her bedroom window , while her 

husband is sti l l  in bed sipping his morning tea and reading t he newspaper.  

He notices her taking out a couple of executive shirts and holding them against 

the l ight, deciding which one to wear.  

Husband: Hmm… important meeting today?  

Wife: Uh-uh. Running late already.  

She grabs her towel,  clothes and rushes into the  bathroom. 

While she’s running the bath, she remembers the shirt being a gift  from her 

sister on her birthday in a t iny f lashback.  

(A song sung in female voices starts to play in the background)  

Dissolve to her s ister in her home, getting ready as well  for work. She’s pull ing 

out several dresses for office and fancy, dressy jackets that she can pair them 

with for the evening and holding them against herself  in front of a mirror. She 

has an evening date,  you see.  

As she gets ready, stepping into a pair of  elegant, high-heeled pumps, she 

remembers the time she wore them to a job interview and landed herself  the 

job. Tiny f lashback of her walking out of  interviewer’s room  and seeing another 

job candidate wait ing outside.   

We dissolve to that lady candidate a s she was heading to the interview this 

morning in a cab. Her phone rings and it’s a n old friend ask ing if  she’s up to 

going shopping with her  on the weekend.  

Where to, she asks.  



Friend sends her an old photograph of them buying dresses at  M&S for a 

debutante ball.  Remember this?  

We now see the friend striding into office. She has barely put away her bag and 

coat in her cabin, when she gets called into a meeting. We fol low her into the 

meeting, and who do we see, but the f irst  lady that we began the f i lm with, 

now chairing the meeting.  

(Song ends)  

FVO: Steadfast as those we think of, are the clothes we are made of.  

Unfast fashion from, who else , but M&S.  

 

Song Lyrics:  

We wear the times,  

present and past;  

Let’s make them unfast,  

Let’s make them last .  

Refrain (if  necessary): Let’s make them unfast,  

Let’s make them last .  

 

TV/Video Advert #2 (What goes around, comes around)   

Film opens on the banks of a stream one fine morning . We see a family who 

look l ike they are out to enjoy a lovely summer day picnic and outing.  A couple 

in their late thirties with two litt le kids in tow –  a boy aged around 9 and a girl  

aged 12 or so set about their picnic mat and hamper down under the sha de of a 

large oak tree.  

The kids dressed in smart holiday attire, rush about the trees, and then on to 

the river, a l itt le further away. The gir l  in a strappy summer dress even has a 

natty straw hat, which she slides over her face, as she recl ines on a rock, 

pretending to be asleep.  

We hear their mum, who is dressed in a f loral print dress and a scarf around 

her head, call  out for lunch .  The girl  doesn’t move. Her kid brother splashes 

some water on her face, and she wakes up annoyed.  



Girl:  Oh no, you’ve ruined my new M&S  hat!  

Dad: Come along… Didn’t you hear mum call?  

Girl,  fanning herself  with her hat so it  dries sooner, starts to fan her dad as 

well  as if  to cool him down and divert his  attention.  Dad looking natty in. a 

plaid shirt over Bermudas  and loafers.  

(Same song sung in female voices starts to play in the background)  

We now see quick dissolves of scenes of the family enjoying their holiday 

outing in nature. Father and son fishing and then releasing the f ish back into 

the waters. Mother helping her daughter plant a sapling. The girl  taking a 

picture of them and the plant as well  as f lowers nearby and sending them to 

her friends.  

Some of the react ions she receives are about her and mum’s clothes.  

Looking great! Sharp dresser, your mum! Wow, great hat!  

The girl  doesn’t mind –  on the contrary, she looks pleased l ike any 12-year-old 

would, and thanks them.  

Dad taking shots of their happy moments together.  

Late in the evening, Dad and son take an empty jar and fi l l  it  with glowing 

f irefl ies.  

Dissolve to them returning home. As they step out  of their car, the boy goes 

rushing ahead first ,  jar in hand. He rushes to grandpa, sitt ing out on the porch 

in his rocking chair and reading and gives him the jar of f irefl ies.  

Boy: Grandpa, look what we brought you!  

Grandpa looks delighted as he takes the jar, his eyes twinkling mischievously.  

He looks down at his  shirt and can’t help but burst out laughing. We realise 

then that he happens to be wearing a shirt with a f irefly print.  

(Song ends)  

Grandpa to boy: Your mum got this for me  from M&S. 

The family laughs at the pleasant coincidence as we ll.  

FVO: What goes around comes around, in how we wear our care.  

Unfast fashion from, who else, but M&S.  

  



Print Campaign  

Advert#1:  

Headline: Stick to your style l ike you stick to your views  

Copy:  

You’re not known for changing your views easi ly. And we’re not known for 

changing our styles often.  

In fact, you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. We’re 

happy to now bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to clothing 

that is also designed to reduce waste  and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.   

 

Advert #2:  

Headline: In a world of fast everything, i t’s good to slow down.  

Copy:  

Living l ife in overdrive isn’t very rewarding, especial ly not in fashion.  

Fortunately,  you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. 

We’re now happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to 

clothing that is  also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  

 

Advert #3:  

Headline: Some things never go out of style. Like a classic white shirt and 

good sense.  

Copy:  

Thank goodness for that , and for steadfast values  that outlast the transient.  

In fact, you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. We’re now 

happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to clothing that is 

also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  

 



Advert #4:  

Headline: Fashions shouldn’t have to come and go l ike the seasons.   

Copy:  

Caprice is never a strong point. Neither are fair -weather friends.  

Thankfully ,  you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. We’re  

now happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to clothing 

that is also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  

 

Advert #5:  

Headline:  Work from home or the office.  

We make sure it  works for the planet.   

Copy:  

No matter where you work from, you always want to be comfortable and look 

your best.  

And it  must be reassuring that  you’ve always known us for lasting quality and 

classic styles. We’re now happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless 

approach to clothing that is also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  

 

Advert #6:  

Headline: If  clothes maketh the man, we must have made some very good 

ones.  

Copy:  

If  you’re as driven by consistency as we are ,  it  is bound to reflect in your 

sartorial tastes.  

In fact, you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. We’re now 

happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to clothing that is 

also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  



 

Advert #7:  

Headline: Take a big stride to a world of l ittle waste. In small  steps.  

Copy:  

Whether it  is apparel or accessories l ike shoes, it  always helps to know where 

we are going.  

Thankfully ,  you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. We’re 

now happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to clothing 

that is also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  

 

Advert #8:  

Headline: Workwear that sits well  on your shoulders.  

Just l ike your responsibil ities.  

Copy:  

You never shirk your responsibi l it ies and neither do we.  

In fact, you’ve always known us for lasting quality and classic styles. We’re now 

happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless approach to clothing that is 

also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  

Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S.  

 

Advert #9:  

Headline: Now you know what mum meant when she said “waste not, want 

not”.  

Copy:  

You’re hardly the kind of person to discard your clothes, just because they are 

last year’s fashion.  

How reassuring then, that you’ve always known us for lasting quality and 

classic styles. We’re  now happy to bring you that same sensible and timeless 

approach to clothing that is  also designed to reduce waste and help the planet.  



Welcome to unfast fashion from M&S. 

 

Tactical adverts for seasonal collections:  

These are single-page magazine and 100 column -centimetre newspaper adverts 

to appear in media just to announce M&S’s new seasonal col lections. These 

adverts too maintain the brand promise of unfast fashion by wishing people 

many happy such seasons ahead, or memories of great seasons in future.  

Advert #1 (Spring/Summer):  

Headline: Hello Spring/Summer 2022!  

(Visual of a spring/summer collection on a clothes-stand, out in an appropriate 

spring/summer setting).  

Subhead: Here’s wishing you many more!  

Copy: New collection in stores and onl ine  

Unfast fashion from M&S  

 

Advert #2 (Spring/Summer)  

Headline: Happy Spring/Summer 2022!  

(Visual of a spring/summer collection on a clothes-stand, out in an appropriate 

spring/summer setting).  

Subhead: May they last you for many more years.  

Copy: New collection in stores and onl ine  

Unfast fashion from M&S  

 

Advert #3 (Autumn/Winter)  

Headline: An Autumn/Winter to remember.  

(Visual of an autumn/winter  col lection on a clothes-stand, out  in an autumnal 

setting)  

Subhead: And memories to last a l ifetime.  

Copy: New collection in stores and onl ine  



Unfast fashion from M&S  

 

Advert #4 (Autumn/Winter)  

Headline: Winter warmers to close out the year.  

(Visual of an autumn/winter  col lection on a clothes-stand, out  in a wintry 

setting)  

Subhead: With the promise of many more ahead! 

Copy: New collection in stores and onl ine  

Unfast fashion from M&S  

 

Reviving the Marks and Spencer personal care business  

In repositioning the M&S retai l  brand, I  think it  is important that the company 

focus on its fashion l ine as well  as its personal care business, as these are the 

largest sel l ing segments of M&S and are popular worldwide.  

As I  said before in this document, I  notice from its website that the company 

seems to have discontinued its personal grooming brand in favour of sel l ing 

other personal care brands. I  would strongly recommend reviving the personal 

care section with M&S’s own brand, not merely because of its previous success 

and popularity, but because it  helps M&S build on ‘unfast fashion’ with a l ine 

of personal care products that  reflect similar values  and would create a 

distinctive positioning for M&S overal l .  I  also think that customers who shop 

for fashion at M&S would also shop for M&S personal care products.  

What should M&S personal care products sta nd for? 

Drawing on M&S’s earth -conscious, classic styles and timeless values, M&S 

personal care should focus on products that are made from natural ingredients 

and that are all  about personal care that’s good for people and the planet.  

To that extent, I  would suggest that M&S focus on products that help take care 

of skin, hair and body, rather than products that only make people look good. 

It ’s a subtle difference, but one between clean, healthy skin and hair and 

glamourous appearances. The emphasis is on r eal do-good qualit ies rather than 

on cosmetics.  

The branding that I  would recommend for this division is M&S Body Care, as it  

takes care of both skin and hair and encompasses the entire body, head -to-toe, 



and would include products l ike hand creams as well  as manicure and pedicure 

solutions.  

Brand positioning for M&S Body Care  

M&S Body Care represents relaxed indulgence in personal care regimens.  

Brand promise 

M&S Body Care offers you a range of skin and hair solutions full  of back-to-

nature goodness that make taking care of yourself ,  a matter of relaxed 

indulgence.  

Creative Idea for M&S Body Care  

We use the idea of an arboretum to communicate the natural  and relaxed 

indulgence aspects of the M&S Body Care brand. It  would suit a global brand 

from Britain, a country that loves its gardens and nature, and takes good care 

of them as well .  

This explains the use of the arbour design element in the M&S Body Care bran d 

identity that you saw earlier in this document. The brand identity design clearly 

signals a natural ingredients brand promise.   

The idea would be executed differently in the TV advert and in print, but the 

focus in both is to emphasise clean, well -scrubbed looks and the people are 

always out in nature, to strengthen the natural ingredients dimension.  

TV Advert (The Arboretum):  

Film opens on an arbor in a garden. It ’s early morning and we see the soft rays 

of the sun fi ltering through the trees and shrubs . We hear a few birds singing 

as well  in the background.  

It ’s a perfectly idyll ic setting, as we walk on a paved pathway leading through 

the garden. Suddenly, we notice a woman enjoying a relaxed bath in a tub out 

in the garden a l itt le away from us.  

We walk on and we come upon a gazebo, where a group of women, wrapped in 

bathrobes and towels are relaxing, as if  in a sauna. Our walk begins to get more 

surreal and reverie-l ike, with the sun and its movement also playing tricks on 

us.  

By now the sun has magical ly moved overhead, glinting strongly through the 

leaves on the trees. A l itt le further ahead, we notice a couple of kids (aged 

about 10 and 12) running about on the lawns, when lawn sprinklers come on 



suddenly, drenching the kids in a spray of  water circling about. The kids laugh 

in delight.  

We next reach an empty space with garden benches, where we see a group of 

women again. Except, there are giant mirrors all  around, accentuating the 

surreal ism of the scene. We see the women applying face moisturizer, body 

lotion and also combing their freshly shampooed hair.  

The sun has moved sti l l  ahead on its path in the sky, shining off some of the 

mirrors, and casting a different kind of shadow  on the ground.  

We walk ahead and see a man kn eeling down on the lawn beside an artif icial 

pond. We zoom in on him, half -expecting to see Narcissus himself,  when al l  he 

does is dip his palms in the water and splash some on his face.  

We cut to a woman’s face, as she watches him. She turns to the jar of  M&S 

Body Lotion in her hands. The l ight is now much fainter, as the sun is on its way 

down.  

As we see the pack, we are suddenly transported inside an M&S store. And she, 

a customer, is reading the details on the Body Care lotion pack.  

We zoom out a l itt le to reveal that the M&S Body Care section of the store is 

itself  a veritable arboretum, with garden arches in place of doorways and 

creepers and vines tumbling down the racks and shelves.  

FVO: Nowhere, except in the M&S Body Care arboretum , is looking after 

oneself such a relaxed indulgence.  

The M&S Body Care logo and sign -off appear.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  

Relaxed indulgence 

 

Print Campaign for M&S Body Care  

Print Advert #1  

Headline: Looking after yourself shouldn’t have to be such a chore.  

Copy:  

Welcome to M&S’s arboretum of body care treatments that make it  ever so 

easy to take care of yourself.  



What’s more, they are made using natural ingredients, so you know they are 

gentle on your skin  and hair,  and also good for the planet.  

You have a wide range of body care solutions to choose from, starting with 

face, body and hand moisturising, to bath and hair care, night replenishing 

creams and lotions, sunscreen and suntan products as well  as spe cial 

treatments for certain types of skin.  

For over 75 years, we have helped people look good the old -fashioned way. 

Relaxed indulgence is what we call  it ,  and it’s never gone out of style.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  

Relaxed indulgence 

 

Print Advert #2  

Headline: Bath and body care never felt  this fresh and good.  

Copy:  

In M&S’s arboretum of bath and body care treatments, you are sure to f ind the 

right solution for your skin and hair type.  

Developed after years of research, our bath and body care products are m ade 

from natural ingredients. So, they’re not just great for you, but good for the 

planet as well .  

Choose from a wide array of bath salts, shower gels, body washes as well  as 

shampoos, conditioners and hair r inses, each guaranteed to leave you feeling 

fresh all  day, with the l ingering fragrance of a garden.  

Take good care of yourself,  the old -fashioned way. We at M&S cal l  it  relaxed 

indulgence and it ’s never gone out of style in the 75 years that we have been in 

the business.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  

Relaxed indulgence 

 

Print Advert #3  

Headline: No time like springtime to give your skin the right replenishment.  

Copy:  



Step into M&S’s arboretum, where we treat you to a variety of skin care 

solutions.  

These skin treatments have been developed using only n atural ingredients, and 

are not just great for your skin but good for the planet as well.   

You have all  the skin care products you might need, from moisturizing lotions 

and creams, to body and hand creams and lotions, night replenishing 

treatments as well  as sunscreen and suntan lotions.  

Nothing feels as good as soft, supple skin that’s healthy inside -out. It  means 

taking care of yourself  the old -fashioned way.  

Great skin is always in style, especial ly in springtime. And relaxed indulgence, 

the M&S way is the best way to achieve it.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  

Relaxed indulgence 

 

Print advert #4  

Headline: Summertime, and skin and body care are easy.  

Copy:  

We’re certainly ready to welcome summer at our arboretum at M&S. And we 

think you’d so well  to check out our  latest collection of lotions and potions to 

beat summer.  

For starters, we have our non -greasy moisturizing lotions, sunscreen and 

suntan lotions, bath products with minerals and salts that help replenish your 

body’s moisture and nutrients, and f inally face-packs, astringents and other 

special summer treatments that help you create your own beauty regimen at 

home. 

It ’s worth taking a l i tt le t ime to care for yourself. Try the old -fashioned way, 

the way M&S customers have always known it.  

Relaxed indulgence never went out of style.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  

Relaxed indulgence 

 



Print advert #5  

Headline: The time to let your hair down is also the best time to care for it.  

Copy:  

Enter the arboretum at M&S, where our range of hair care products will  make 

sure you never have a bad hair day.  

Our products are made from only natural  ingredients, so they’re not just great 

for your hair ,  but good for the planet as well.  

Start with our head massage oi ls,  shampoos and conditioners, as well  as rinses, 

hair serrums, mousse and gel grooming products. Each designed to keep your 

hair in place, giving it  volume and sheen, depending on your hair type.  

It  helps to take better care of yourself,  head to toe. And there’s nothing l ike 

the old-fashioned way, that M&S customers have always known. We call  it  

relaxed indulgence and it’s never gone out of style.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  

Relaxed indulgence 

 

Print advert #6  

Headline: Winter is coming.  

That means extra skin protection.  

Copy:  

Thankfully, you have M&S’s arboretum  of  skin and hair solutions to see you 

through the rough wintry months.  

M&S Body Care products are made only from natural ingredients, so they’re not 

merely great for you, but good for the planet as well .  

Try our special range of skin and hair treatments d esigned for winter, when 

one’s skin feels taut and dry and hair can often feel britt le. These products 

with extra cocoa butter, shea butter, wheatgerm and several other natural 

ingredients work wonders in winter, giving you extra protect ion.  

It ’s worth tak ing the extra effort to take care of yourself,  the old -fashioned 

way. At M&S, we’ve never known relaxed indulgence to go out of style.  

Sign-off:  M&S Body Care  



Relaxed indulgence 

How M&S can strengthen its relationship with customers  

M&S must have a strong and loyal customer base, especial ly in its home market 

in the UK. That said, it  appears that the clothing and home section s have not 

been seeing much growth in the past nine years, according to research by 

Statista. This reposit ioning of the M&S bra nd that I  recommend should help the 

company focus on more classic yet contemporary and styl ish merchandise, as 

well  as communicate the right values of the M&S brand.  

Besides the mass media campaign for M&S on TV and in select  print 

publications, M&S ought to build a database of loyal customers and run a 

rewards programme with them on an ongoing basis. The company should also 

communicate with them directly through email marketing, sharing latest 

updates, new arrivals in store, invitat ions to special events, etc.  

To that end, the company must also redesign its website in keeping with its 

new image and also share corporate information about the company and its 

heritage. I  think M&S should have a single global website with a home and 

corporate section that tell s customers all  about the company, its heritage and 

what the brand stands for. From the main global website, it  should be possible 

to visit  country-specif ic websites for shopping. Needless to add, there must be 

synergy between al l  of them.  

Here’s wishing Marks and Spencer greater success as Britain and the world 

emerge from the Covid pandemic . Hopefully, customers will  be greeted by a 

retail  experience that is famil iar, trusted and ready for the future.  

 

This brand strategy and ide as document for M&S and the ideas it  contains have 

been written and conceptualized by Geeta Sundaram, an advertising 

professional and blogger who can be reached at geetasundaram08@gmail.com 

and via LinkedIn at https://w ww.l inkedin.com/geeta-sundaram-aka-wise-owl  
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